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What is functional programming?
Treats computation = evaluation of mathematical functions

Denotational vs operative semantics

No side-effects (states/mutable data) (pure)

Roots in lambda calculus

Strict (eager) vs non-strict (lazy) evaluation

FPL typically include:
• Higher-order functions

• Currying (partial application) f(x, y) = x + y   fix x=1   g(x) = 1 + x



Background / Motivation
- Late 1950s, Lisp, introduced features now seen in FLs

- 1960s, lambda calculus
laid ground for operative and denotational semantics

- Late 1970s, Scheme – a Lisp dialect with lambda calculus
ML polymorphic type system

- Late 1970s and early 1980s, lazy (non-strict) FLs gained attention

- 1980s, multiple (similar) pure, lazy FPL developed

- 1987, FPCA conference meeting, common FPL, birth of ”Haskell”



Version history
- 1988, first meeting, set goals and choose name

”Haskell” after mathematician Haskell B. Curry

Original goals included:
◦ Suitable for teaching, research and (large scale) applications

◦ Fully described by formal syntax and semantics

◦ Freely available (implemented by anyone)

◦ Based on existing, tested ideas

- 1990, 1 April, The Haskell version 1.0 Report published
Haskell mailing list

- 1991, The Haskell version 1.1 Report, tidy-up and let expressions
- 1992, The Haskell version 1.2 Report, minor changes
- 1996, The Haskell version 1.3 Report, Library Report, Monadic I/O, generalised type classes, …
- 1997, The Haskell version 1.4 Report, tidy-up

- 1999, The Haskell 98 Report, important! Meant stability
- 2002, Revised Haskell 98 Report

(Haskell prime, 2006   Haskell 2010)



Features and contributions

◦ Lazy

◦ Pure

◦ Monads

◦ Type classes



Lazy evaluation
Haskell is lazy (non-strict)

Evaluate only when needed, ex:
length [2, 7+3, 1/0, -18]

Infinity!
> take 5 [ (a, a^2) | a <- [1..] ]
> [(1,1),(2,4),(3,9),(4,16),(5,25)]

Lazy evaluation makes it more or less impossible to do I/O and have side effects



Pure
Haskell is pure

= No input/output or other side effects

Functions in Haskell really are like mathematical functions

f(x) = …       Always same result!

Compare imperative languages

=> Clumsy I/O

=> Big contribution: Monadic I/O



Monads
Structure defining compuation as sequence of steps

Like a pipeline or conveyer belt

Type constructor, two operations return and bind

return take a normal value and returns it in a Monadic wrapper (a -> M a)

bind takes a Monadic value and a normal-to-monadic function and returns a new Monadic value
(M a -> (a -> M b) -> M b)

Allows pure FL to do I/O and other side affects, e.g. variable assignment, parsing and 
concurrency, while still maintaining purity



Type classes
Similar to interfaces in Java

Data types can belong to type classes, must implement its functions

Originally only aimed at solving overloading for numeric operators and equality
Already solved in Miranda (num type) and SML (internal overloading)

Was originally a misunderstanding at a Haskell meeting
Joe Fasel initial idea for overloading reflected in type of functions
Philip Wadler misunderstood, came up with type classes

New and radical, not part of initial design goals, better than alternatives

Now, perhaps most defining feature



Haskell Humor
HNOP: Haskell No Operation (2006)

A first version of HNOP 0.1 is now available under a simple permissive license. This version should be 
considered "beta" quality, though I don't know of any bugs.

http://semantic.org/hnop.tar.gz

HNOP does nothing. Here's a sample session to illustrate:

$ ./hnop
$

The code is written entirely in plain Haskell 98 and makes no use of FFI or impure functions. The 
source is available in a darcs repository:

darcs get http://semantic.org/hnop/

Possible applications include generated code size comparison for compilers, and as a starting point for 
more complex Haskell projects.

http://semantic.org/hnop.tar.gz
http://semantic.org/hnop/


Assignment

Basics:

1a) Write a function that creates a balanced tree with a given number of nodes
1b) Write a function that checks if a tree is balanced

2a) Write a function that creates a complete tree with a given number of nodes
2b) Write a function that checks if a tree is complete

Data types and Type classes:

3) Create a polynomial data type that instantiates Show, Eq and Num

(http://learnyouahaskell.com)

http://learnyouahaskell.com/

